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This “Terrain Maker World War II Normandy Scenario“ originally appeared in Tac News Vol. VI, no.1 (1990) 

Schwere Panzer Abteilung 503 was formed in May

1942 and, by April 1943, was fully equipped with

Tiger tanks. The Abteilung took part in the Zitadelle

Offensive and by September of 1943 had inflicted

losses on the Russians amounting to 501 tanks, 388

anti-tank guns, 79 artillery pieces and 8 aircraft. 

After 17 months of heavy combat on the Eastern

front, the unit was withdrawn and refitted. Due to its

outstanding battle record, the 1st Kompanie of the

Abteilung had the honor of being equipped with the

new Konigstiger. Ordered to the Normandy Front,

they had arrived on the July 2nd at the village of

Rupierre, and were attached to Panzer Regt. 22 of the

21st Panzer Division. 

Tactical Air Support Option

The Allies controlled the skies during the

Normandy campaign, but the Allied player

shouldn’t be allowed to make too much of this

superiority. The terrain was very complex and

targets were quite difficult to identify. Unfortunate-

ly as often as not, the fighter and light bomber

pilots hit anything that moved—Axis or Allied!

GHQ has developed some very simple rules that

anyone using Terrain Maker can use to simulate

this close-to-random strafing and bombing. 

They are a lot of fun, even if the Allied player 

frequently pays the butcher bill.

1. The Allied player designates the target hex by

placing an aircraft on it, with the nose of the

plane facing a hex side.

2. Roll a D10; 1 or 2 means the pilot has found the

hex. If found, roll a single rocket salvo of six

D10s. Ones or twos are hits. Rocket hits damage

infantry but destroy vehicles.

3. If the strike misses the intended target, roll D6.

Rotate the aircraft clockwise the number of hex

sides that appear on the die. Proceed down that

entire hex column, applying a rocket salvo to

each hex with a target.

Suggested Deployment

The upper edge of the board is north. 

The British forces occupy the northern half

of the board, centered around the village at

the crossroads (Cuverville). The Germans

enter on turn 1 anywhere below a line 5

hexes up from the southern edge of the table.

Suggested Victory Conditions

The British have to hold the town. If they 

fail to stop the counterattack, they have 

suffered a tactical defeat. Conversely, the

Germans need to retake Cuverille and hold it

by the end of the game. a draw can be

declared if the Allied forces have encircled

the Germans.
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Each hex is 4 inches from top to bottom. The map is approximately 64” x 50”.
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Now Available
1/285th (6mm) Scale WWII Micro Armour

PzIV H W/Flak 36

G602  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale WWII Micro Armour

Laffly W15T

FR22  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour

T-55 w/KMT-5 Mine-Clearer

W126  4/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour

T-155 Firtina

N642  4/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour

K136 MLRS

SK9  4/pk  $11.95

1/2400th Scale Great War Micronauts

HMS Otranto

GWB40  1/pk  $16.95

1/2400th Scale Modern Micronauts

Ivan Gren Class LSD

HSN15  1/pk  $11.95

Coming Soon:

WWII Russian T-34/76 Model 1940

Modern French EBRC Jaguar

Great War German BB Braunschweig Class

and more!

Place your order, see what’s new, and subscribe to our e-mail list at www.ghqmodels.com.


